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Introduction Hulun Lake is the biggest natural lake in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region , its water area is the key factor forsustaining Hulunbeier grassland safety .As a way to determine the ecological changes of Hulun Lake , the Satellites and RemoterSensing Monitoring Centre of Inner Mongolia Meteorological Bureau has monitored the Hulun Lake and surrounding area since
１９９９ by using NOAA and EOS /MODIS satellites .
Materials and methods Remote sensing images and data : The monitoring NDVI data are free , are provided by NOAA /AVHRRand can be downloaded from USGS/ EROS data centre in America .Its space resolving rate is １ km２ , timing resolving rate is onemonth , and timing sequence is ２００２‐２００５ .The MVC method (Maximum Value Composites) was used , which eliminates partialinterference from clouds and atmosphere .The area of Hulun Lake from １９９９‐２００５ is calculated by using EOS/MODIS satellitechannel ２ to make ２５０ meter single channel sphere projections and also using rectangle and polygon function of MODIS satelliteimage sof tware , and drawing a closing curve along the lake and calculated the area ( the lake area data of １９９９ is calculated byNOAA satellite data .) .
Results and discussion The monitoring results on changing of Hulun Lake area : The area of Hulun Lake in １９９９ was ２３７０ km２ ,it is the largest area on record .However , the area is fluctuating , decreasing year by year .The area in August ２００５ was only
１８８５ km２ .The comparison result of lake area in satellite image data shows the Hulun lake joined with new Dalai lake in １９９９
( Figure １) .However , from the remote sensing image data in ２００５ ( Figure ２) , we can clearly see that the dissociated new DalaiLake had already dried up .It shows the trends of declining Hulun Lake water .The monitoring result on vegetation changesaround Hulun Lake : As figures ３ and ４ show , by comparing statistical data of unitary vegetation grading index around HulunLake in ２００２ and ２００５ , the area of grade １ ～ ６ vegetation index ( NDVI) was ９７９９ km２ and ３１４６３ km２ , respectively and the areaof grade ７ ～ H vegetation index was ３６０２４km２ and １４３４９ km２ in ２００２ and ２００５ , respectively .It tells us that from ２００２ to ２００５ ,the ecological environment has degraded to some extent , with a decrease of good vegetation density and increase of degraded
pasture area .
Figure 1 The NOAA‐１４ monitoring image o f
H ulun L ake in A ugust １９９９ .
Figure 2 TERRA satellite monitoring image o f
H ulun Lkae in A ugust ２００５ .
Figure3 Vegetation index around H ulun L ake in
A ugust ２００２ .
Figure4 Vegetation index around H ulun L ake in
A ugust ２００５ .
Conclusions Comparison of remote sensing images and data of Hulun Lake , show the Hulun Lake area has decreased andsurrounding lake vegetation has deteriorated severely .
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